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• Activities and accomplishments over the past year

• Preview of our breakout

• Future activities and plans
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Social Media Engagement

- Overview of engaging on social media
  - Purpose of social media
  - How to engage with both positive and negative participants
- Specifics on Facebook, Twitter and Blogs, with examples
  - Demographics
  - Setting up your accounts
  - Frequency and type of posts, conversations
Bringing the Tdap Recommendations to Life

Partners! Partners! Partners!

- Prioritize “game-changing” partners, including both the usual suspects and new, “non-traditional” groups
  - AARP
  - American Dental Association
  - Professional, collegiate and recreational sport associations
  - American Academy of Ophthalmology
  - Theme parks

- Tailor messages and materials to increase likelihood of involvement

- Regularly communicate new data, events and recommendations to create a steady stream of information to adult audiences